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DON’T BE ANGRY AT THE TITLE,
BE ANGRY AT THE HISTORY
By Jae Kramisen

AN INVASION OF OUR PIRACY
By Bill Reese

The file sharing services we have all
come to know and love are coming under
fierce attack in recent months. The Supreme
Court may hold Grokster responsible for copyright infringement as early as next month.
Napster has sunk to terrible commercial advertising and Kazaa and Limewire may soon go
the way of Audiogalaxy and the original cat
cartoon that started this all.
However, the government, as well as
SUNY Purchase is quite powerless to stop the
“illegal” sharing of music through one of the
world’s most popular media players, iTunes.
The PC and Mac compatible program allows
users on Local Area Networks to connect and
listen to each other’s music libraries. Now,
while iTunes only allows you to listen to their
library, plug in programs such as MyTunes
Redux for PCs or OurTunes for Macs, allow
you to DOWNLOAD the music that you listen
to on your neighbor’s computer.
Is it illegal? Um… Maybe, maybe
not.
OK, so maybe it is, and maybe writing this article will result in a lawsuit and 900
charges of collusion, but I feel it absolutely

necessary to let everyone on campus to know
just how easy it is to get free music.
Now, the music you can get is limited
to whatever people have on their computers,
which might suck if they have a Brittney or
Ashley fixation. Also, if you live in Alumni, like
I do, the network is restricted to people in your
building, so a maximum of 32 people can be
on any network (and kudos to the people in
building 5 who are). However, in the dorms,
the number of people can be in the hundreds
if everybody joins in on the iTunes revolution.
So, how do you get into the cool kids
club? You go to iTunes.com and you download
the program, but watch out, because the cockknockers at Apple love to offer you updates to
fix the loophole that allows you to download.
After you install the program, you import the
folder where your music is stored and change
your preferences to share your library (This
can
be
done
by
going
to
Edit/Preferences/Sharing or on Macs
iTunes/Preferences/Sharing).
OK, you have the program. Now,
time to let the piracy begin. Do a Google
search for MyTunes Redux (PCs) or OurTunes
(Macs) and download the programs. When
you open these programs, you can connect to
Continued on Page 3...

No matter what I say, everything will
be twisted around and I will be painted as a
racist. Everyone who knows me knows there is
nothing racist about me. I know why I wrote
Niggerback. I know the play’s positive message. The article printed in last week’s
Independent, “Don’t Slap Me…” had a great
deal of misinformation and inaccurate quotes.
This play is meant to educate and provoke thought and discussion. It is not meant to
offend. If anything people should not be
angry with me, but rather angry that this
event in American history occurred.
This play is written in the best interest
of the African-American community. I am
offended by the “N” word, and yes, I am white.
Racial and derogatory comments upset me
even if they are not directed towards me. I felt
the “N” word was being carelessly used and I
thought people should remember the horror of
the word. Therefore I brought the “N” word back
to its most hateful context. “Nigger” is not just a
word, but a reminder of the horrible history
attached to it. I am extremely ashamed of that
point in America’s history and I believe that
it should not be forgotten.
There have been many issues as to
the use of the “N” word in this play. It is an artistic choice that is meant to invoke the true feeling of the white, racist, 1960s southern view. It
is not conceivable that a white racist at the time
would not use the word. Through my research,
I have discovered that the use of the “N” word
was extremely excessive. To stay true to the
time and place, this choice has been made. The
use of the “N” word in Niggerback is artistically and historically justified.
I never claimed that the “N” word
began between two white friends in the South
during the Civil Rights Revolution. I do, however, feel that during that time the “N” word was at
its most hateful and derogatory meaning. True,
the origins of the word are unknown, however,
by the early 1800s, the “N” word was firmly
established as a degenerative nickname. And
Continued on Page 4...
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-LETTERSI must admit that when I first
read the article in the February 3rd publication, issue 79 of “The Purchase
Independent” titled “Title of New Play
Sparks Controversy” & the February 4,
2005 publication, Volume 2, issue # 11
of the Purchase Record I was very
upset and saddened. As a man it
deeply concerns me that a student feels
that it is necessary to name a play with
a racial epithet. As a former Purchase
College student I was a member of the
Organization of African People in
America (OAPIA) and it concerns me
that current members did not unquestionably state to the director of the play
that they did not support the title of the
play and ask that it be re-named.
For the record, I stopped
identifying myself as an AfricanAmerican on April 29, 1992. It was on
that day that I realized that to be an
American means that you receive civil
rights from everyone on an involuntary
and unconditional basis. It was also on
this day that I made a conscious decision to identify myself as Black and stop
using the N-word. I have served in the
military and I feel that America is a great
country but I understand that it has
some shortfalls. I want to make it perfectly clear that this is not intended to
advocate or encourage others to follow
my philosophy. My disposition on identifying myself as Black and not as
African-American works for me and me
alone. I do not consider myself to be
pious or a super-man but it bothers me
that the N-word was chosen for a title of
a play however no one would casually
think to name a play with a racial slur
that demeans another culture. The
point I wish to make is no one should
think to name a play with a racial epithet.
The etymology of the N-word
as I know it: It is derived from the Latin
word for the color black, niger. The Nword and other words related to it have
been spelled in a variety of ways. When
John Rolfe recorded in his journal the
first shipment of Africans to Virginia in
1619, he listed them as "negars." A
1689 inventory of an estate in Brooklyn,
New York, made mention of an
enslaved "niggor" boy. The seminal lexicographer Noah Webster referred to
Negroes as "negers." No one knows
precisely when or how niger turned derisively into the N-word and attained a
pejorative meaning. We do know, however, that by the end of the first third of
the nineteenth century, the N-word had
already become a familiar and influential insult.
The N-word means being followed in a store by security guards for
no apparent reason.
The N-word
means having women clutch their purse
as I walk down the street. The N-word
means being stopped driving my beatup car by police officers because
“somebody, somewhere in some part of
town committed a crime and I fit the
description.” If you have ever been a
victim of these insults and there are
many others, then you understand that
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the word has meaning. There have
been many excuses for the use of the
word in recent years and I think it is
ridiculous for Black people or AfricanAmericans to assume that we can
change the meaning of a derogatory
word - if this were true, then racial epithets that humiliate people of other
backgrounds would follow in the same
discourse.
Cultural
synchronization
assumes both integrity and humility; it
cannot be either deceptive or an artificial donning of cultural values. Rather,
it means that as an administrator I need
to learn what can help students develop
into productive members of the campus.
I feel that we all have the ability to be an
agent of change or an activist. I realize
that as students, there is a considerable
amount of work that is required of students during the academic year, so I
challenge everyone to invest $20-$25 to
read one book this summer that will forever change the way you view racial
slurs:
The Mis-Education of the Negro by
Carter G. Woodson
These books will forever change the
way you feel about education:
Lies My Teacher Told Me by James
Loewen
Other People’s Children by Lisa Delpit
Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo
Freire
Lastly I want to state that I am
not angry with the person(s) that choose
the title of the play and I appreciate the
synopsis of the play that I read in The
Record & The Independent. It is the title
that I have issue with and I can understand why it was chosen especially
when individuals state that the N-word
has no meaning in today’s society. I
question their character and motive in
trying to dispel or trivialize a word that
cannot be weighed. Personally I surround myself with individuals that do not
use words like this and understand that
racial slurs carry venom and have
meaning. These are the individuals I
call friends.
Thank you for your anticipated understanding and patience.
Clinton Pierce
------------------According to the Gay, Lesbian,
and Straight Education Network's
(GLSEN) 2003 National School Climate
Survey, 78.8% of transgender students
feel unsafe in their schools. 81.3%
report experiencing verbal harassment
based on their gender expression.
These numbers reflect high school students' experiences, however things do
not necessarily change too much in college.
Issue 80's Starr and Jade article
was not only offensive, but extremely
irresponsible. There are transgender
students at Purchase, whether we know
them or not, and even those who do not

identify as transgender might have had
times when they felt uncomfortable
using any particular bathroom. The
GLBTU is trying to make going to the
bathroom as simple and problem-free
for those folks as it is for the rest of us.
Most people never think twice before
going to the bathroom. "Am I going to be
harassed when I go inside?" is never a
question most of us ask. Some people
do have to ask that though. Shouldn't
bathrooms be safe spaces for all?
Starr and Jade said "If I think I'm
a woman, I'm gonna use me a goddamn
woman's bathroom!" but some male-tofemale students might feel uncomfortable using a bathroom labelled for
women, because they are worried about
harassment. It's really not that difficult to
establish at least one gender-neutral
bathroom in each building. Other
schools such as Harvard and Oberlin
have already done it. If someone doesn't feel comfortable being in a bathroom
that is gender-neutral, they don't have
to use it. However, for some people it is
the only thing they do feel comfortable
using.
The same issue this article was
found in contained a letter of apology for
publishing something offensive in the
previous issue. I think introducing the
idea of gender-neutral bathrooms to the
Purchase community in way that made
fun of the harassment that transgender
students face was irresponsible and
deserves a similar apology. Whoever
wants to discuss this issue further is
invited to our next GLBTU meeting,
Thursday at 10PM in the basement of
CCS.
-Roman Goldin
Co-President of GLBTU
----------------To the Editors,
You are most gracious to
extend to me the chance to offer a
response in your paper. However, I will
have to ask for further considerations.
You have asked for a submission to be
in by Wednesday, yet I will need to ask
that rather than appearing in this weeks
issue, I would like to defer to a later
date. Unfortunately my story relied on
the testimony of a woman (a Purchase
employee) who is currently away on
vacation. I have written her by e-mail
and the "auto reply" feature informed
me that she would be back next week. I
inquired at her office to see if someone
other than her would be able to provide
the needed information and unfortunately she is the sole possessor of the
information needed to offer a well articulated article that maintains your standard of excellence.
Again, it is with the most sincere regret that I cannot deliver what I
had initally proposed. However, I hope
that in the future you will be a receptive
to publishing the article as you were
now. Thank you,again.
-Samuel R. Galloway
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WHY YOU SHOULDN’T JOIN
THE ORGANIZATION
By Andrew Leigh
The Organization was portrayed in a
friendly, warm, and welcoming manner thanks
to their autobiographical article in the previous
issue of The Independent. They played down
their reputation as crazy Communist radicals,
managed to be ever-so-clever, interjecting various instances of wit and whimsy into their article/advertisement. They laid out their agenda
in a lighthearted manner so as to connect with
those impressionable readers, or prospective
members. All in all, it seems like The Org is riding high, building up steam on campus and
working towards their glorious revolution.
Yet they are, in fact, a complete and
total farce, operating under false pretenses
and continuously contradicting themselves in
their beliefs, practices and goals. The basis of
this argument stems from the article in the last
Independent, as well as The Org’s official manifesto, "The Grey Book". I will parenthetically
cite my references to specific parts of the
aforementioned "Grey Book".
What The Org would like people to
believe is that they exist as a way for the likeminded on issues such as oppression, injustice, poverty, etc. to take action in order to lead
to drastic change. They deny being either a
political group, or a group at all. Instead, they
try to pass off the idea that they are individuals
organizing for the same goal (Grey Book p. 4).
So then, the question is, how can you maintain
that ever-important individuality when you’re
taking all your cues regarding social action
from the other members of The Org and the
ideas laid out in The Grey Book? Surely someone had to come up with the idea of dressing
up like Santa or faking death in front of some
Army recruiting center. Unless, of course, that
idea magically popped into the head of every
person who decided to participate, making it

THE WOLF WITHOUT…
By Vinny Fata
I have further evidence, that proves
beyond the shadow of a doubt that Purchase is
far from your “normal” college campus. That’s
right, day after day I find myself comparing what
goes on in everyday, “average” life to what goes
on in the world of Purchase and becoming more
confused by the minute. I’m sure you’re reading
this thinking (or since you’re a purchase student
more likely shouting, or singing) “DUH!” I know
I’ve been here three years and you’d figure in
that amount of time someone would either get
used to it or move on. Love it or leave it. Well, I
can assure you that I do love it. Yet, still I remain
completely confused by it. I thought I had understanding of it for a while and then this strange
occurrence made me realize how terrible wrong
I was.
Okay for those of you who have bore
with me so far and would like to know what the
hell has thrown me for such a loop… here it

an acceptable form of "individual resistance".
On a related note, it is clever how
The Org refers to protesting as "a big old lefty
circle jerk," seemingly distancing themselves
from the apathetic view the general public
holds towards protesting and its endless
rewards and successes. So The Org acknowledges that people realize protesting doesn’t
get anything accomplished these days. Yet,
inexplicably, in their manifesto there are pages

upon pages describing in detail how to form a
"People’s Defense Force," whose sole purpose is to defend The Org’s protestors from
abuse (GB pp. 40-47). If you want to train
(and, I mean serious training, even karate!)
people to be ready to beat up right-wing counter-protestors that might come after your people at protests, and set up an "armored bloc" of
human shields to keep the police from inflicting
damage on the highly-important "revolutionaries," how far can you distance yourselves from
protesting (GB pp. 43, 47)?
Another great attempt at dodging
goes. So, we’re at an art school and even those
of us who aren’t conservatory students seem to
have a great appreciation for the arts in general. Well, for those of you who have actually seen
my fliers and recognized it’s being linked to the
title of this article then all I can say is thank you
for noticing. “The Wolf Within,” (whose title may
be changed to “Werewolf the Musical”), is a
project I’ve been advertising around campus
since the first week of the semester. It’s a rock
opera about a werewolf that a few friends and I
have been writing. The goal is to one day have
it put on stage, but for now we plan to make it a
low budget musical film. The “soundtrack” will
be recorded on campus and dubbed into the film
later on. The writing aspect has gone extremely
well and as far as a complete show goes we’re
almost there.
So, the problem is? Well, I’ve had two
auditions for the show thus far and the talent
has been overwhelmingly awesome. I know, I
know get to the point… where’s the problem?
Well, the only auditions I got were all males.
Continued of Page 6...
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doubt from non-members was the softening of
the word "radical" in relation to The Org. Hey
everybody! We want poverty to end, war to
stop, and everyone to have free healthcare,
what’s so crazy ‘bout that?! Perhaps there
should have been some mention of how The
Org wants to create their own society in the
shadow of our current one of today, so that
when this "revolution" occurs and capitalism is
finally, after this long wait, destroyed, everyone
can see that The Org had their shit together
WAY in advance, and everyone can hop on
board The Org bandwagon (GB p. 34). Or
maybe you could have discussed the part
where The Org wants to grant amnesty to
everyone who has ever been convicted of a
drug-related crime, because apparently any
law that ever existed regarding drugs was
unjust (GB p. 16). Neither of those concepts
seem to approach radicalism at all, when you
think it through and everything.
The Org places an emphasis on their
claims that the rest of the nation needs to wake
up and realize that we’re being deceived and
become active alongside their forward-thinking
members and activists. They refer to themselves as the ones who have woken up and
gained the awareness necessary to start working towards a revolution and a better society.
Yet at the same time, they want to carry the
banner for equality and constantly bash any
idea where "a select few"hold any distinction or
power above the people. How, then, can they
justify a clear separation between they, the
members of The Org, and the rest of us sheep
who need to be awoken to what’s happening
right before our eyes?
It is the inherent elitism that stems
from their belief that they, The Org, are the
ones to educate the rest of the world that
serves as the biggest turn-off. Where along the
line did you earn the right to hold the position
as grand educators of the people? If you wish
to place yourselves atop the intellectual heap
Continued on Page 7...
“iTunes” from Front Page...
a particular host, or fellow Purchase iTunes
user and double click on any song you like.
Before you can say “Great Tom Schwarz’
Ghost!” You’ll have the music. How fast is it?
Faster than a Chartwell’s bowel movement,
that’s how fast.
Unlike Chartwells, MyTunes is no
shit. This is a wonderful program if you, like
me, like subverting Article I Section 8 of the
U.S. Constitution. It’s only a matter of time
before Apple fixes the loophole for good, so
it’s best to join in on the fun now. One of the
best parts about the program is that it really
gives you a good idea of what the campus at
large is into. When you see that 15 of the 25
users on your network have the same album,
it’s probably worth it to give it a shot. You
should try to upload more of your CDs or even
your own music to get your stuff out there.
Piracy is Democracy! Download
MyTunes, Join the Revolution, VIVA LOS
iTUNES!
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Thursday 2/17

fellow studnets by purcha seing some of their won derful artwork at low
10;00 PM
10:00 AM- 12:00 PM
prices!
Career
Development O.A.P.I.A.
Perception Lab, VS Bldg.
P
u
r
c
h
a
s
e
’s
Organization
Employer Visit - United
3:00 PM
of African People in the The Strategic Planning
Parcel Service, UPS
What can Brown do for Americas meets every Committee
This group will hold its
week.
you?
weekly meetings on
CCN 0006
Mondays
CCN Lobby
Humanities 1021.
1:00 PM
LEAD
presents
Communication
Skillbuilding
This program will explore
the various components
of effectvie communica tion. Included will be dis cussions on communicat ing to a public audience,
with individuals, and dur ing group meetings.
CCN 2004, LEAD Center
1:30-3:00 PM
The Fencing Club
Don’t make us come to
you, for we will bring
swords.
Small Gym
6:00 PM
COCOAS MEETING
All clubs, organizations
and services must send
their reps to this weekly
meeting to determine all
cub spending.
Student Center

CCS

Friday, 2/18

12:30 -2PM
Individuality vs. Family
Values LEAD discussion
Is there a compromise?
Share your opinions at
this meeting
Campus Center South
8:00 PM
All’s Well That Ends
Well
Purchase
Repertory
Theater performs this
Shakespearean Play
Pepsi
Co
Theater,
Performing Arts Center.
Tickets $5 with Purchase
ID.
8:00 PM
Purchase
Symphony
Orchestra
The Performing Arts
Center - The Recital Hall
Featuring
Concerto
Competition
winners
Matthew Dixon & Aziz
Veliev.
Music of Beethoven,
Barber, Rossini & Martin
Free for students with
Purchase ID

8PM - MIDNIGHT
V-DAY BENEFIT C O NCERT
jenn friedman, brandon
vetrano and cameron
strife, fred lowinger, john ny giovanni, bess rogers,
jonathan feit, gregory and
8:00 PM
Drama Studies Dept. the hawk, KISS KISS.
come support the v-day
Present Niggerback
a one-act play set in New message.
Orleans during the Civil Donations are voluntary.
The Student Center
Rights Movement.
Humanities Theater
$3 w/ Purchase ID
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR is open
7:00 PM
See Thursday
Comic Book Liberation The Student Center
Army
Join the growing legion of 8:00 PM
All’s Well That Ends
comic book fans in dis Well
cussions and planning of See Friday
campus-wide events.
VIVA LA GEEK!
Book Room, Student
2:00 PM
Center
All’s Well That Ends
Well
8:00 PM
See Friday
What a Lovely Night
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR
Where else can you buy
clothes fo’ mad cheap on
campus. Yo?
The Student Center

Saturday 2/19

Sunday, 2/20

Join us in celebration of
love, and be swooned
with performances that
will make this night an 9:00AM-4:00PM
unforgettable
one..No Senior ClassBake Sale
Come and support your
jeans or sneakers

Monday, 2/21

9:00

PM

(Women’s
Health
Education Now!)
Weekly meeting to dis cuss issues pertaining to
Women’s health.
Clearview Lounge, CCN

CSA Meeting
Don’t ju st go righ t
b a c k h o me , b e c o m e
p a rt o f
t h e C o m mu t e r
S t u d e n t s Association.
Fireside
Commuter
Lounge, CCN
6:00 PM
HILLEL LOUNGE NIGHT
Pizza and Movie night
CCN 0018
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR
See Thursday
The Student Center

7:00 PM
Anime Club Meeting
Be there or be sad.
9:00 PM
Commuter
International
Students Fireside
Lounge
Assoc.
Meet new people, learn
about different cultures, party 9:00 PM
globe style!
OPEN MIC
For more info. call Carlford Only the strong sur Wadley @ 914-420-2449.
vive.....
Rm. 0007, CCN
Student center

Tuesday, 2/22

10:00 PM
Asian Students
Assoc.
6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
THE SELLAR
A club for Asain students
See Thursday
to gather and discuss rel The Student Center
evant Asian topics.
CCN 0007
7;30 PM
10:00 PM
The Anthropology Club Students of Caribbean
Weekly
meetings
of Ancestry (S.O.C.A.)
Purchase’s social scien - P u r c h a s e ’s Caribbean
tist club are every student club weekly meet ing
Tuesday.
CCN 2004
Social Sciences 1020
8:00 PM
Green Goodness Club
Activities include eating
vegetarian & vegan leans, 6:00 PM
the building of a green - COCOAS MEETING
house,
recipies, compost and All clubs, organizations
recycling.
and services must send
The Co-Op
their reps to this weekly
meeting to determine all
7:00-10:00 PM
*Purchase Independent cub spending.
Meeting
Student Center
The staff of the P.I. review
content for this week’s
issue. All are welcome to 6:00PM-MIDNIGHT
our office hours, which THE SELLAR
are at this time every Where else can you buy
week.
clothes fo’ mad cheap on
Media Production
campus. Yo?
R o o m, CCN 1011
The Student Center
10:00
T
7:00 PM
The Organization
Ready for revolution, time Comic Book Liberation
to get organized. Political Army
education and discussion Join the growing legion of
every Tuesday at 10.. Any comic book fans in dis q u e s t i o n s : cussions and planning of
S U N Y P u r c h a s e O r g campus-wide events.
@hotmail.com.
VIVA LA GEEK!
CCN 0014
Book Room, Student
Center
10:00 PM
Latinos Unidos
W e e k l y m e e t i n g . 10:00 PM
E v e r y o n e ’s
welcome, GLBTU Meeting
stop on by.
Rainbow Room
CCN 007.
Basment of Campus
Center South. Come and
rainbow up your life.
NOON

Thursday 2/24

Wednesday 2/23

“Niggerback” from Front Page...
to this day it remains a symbol
of racism regardless of who is using it. I
felt that needed to be addressed.
The play does deal with racism,
but it is one of the many issues that are
tackled. There are also issues of the loss
of childhood friendship, and the conflicting ideals that laid within America,
among others.
People are fighting about a
play they know nothing about. Christine
and I were unable to explain the content
of Niggerback to OAPIA because the
content of the play did not matter. What
mattered was the title and the fact that
we were white and that the play had an
all-white cast. What people have failed
to realize is that there are no AfricanAmerican characters in the play
because Niggerback is set in a SEGREGATED café. In the horribly racist,
mid-twentieth century south one of the
Jim Crow laws was that AfricanAmericans and Caucasians could not eat
together.
Many members of OAPIA felt
that the production and play was a “concoction of white people” and that there
has been no African-American or minority input. However over the past five years
I have interviewed about fifty African
Americans of all ages for this play (as
well as many Caucasians and family
members who lived in the South during
the Civil Rights movement). I have also
done endless amounts of research.
Additionally, the play was also read by
many of the African-American interviewees who had no qualms with the script
and felt it sent a positive message. The
first production of Niggerback in July
2001 at the Helen Hayes Performing Arts
Center in Nyack, NY (it was through this
theater that Niggerback won the 2001
Helen Hayes Playwright Award) was
directed by a Hispanic director and
assisted by an African-American dramaturge. Our current stage manager is
Asian and our assistant director is
Hispanic. If you wish to make this a race
issue go ahead. But realize that it is this
race issue that impassioned me to write
Niggerback. It is unfortunate that
Christine and I are being painted as two
ignorant and uneducated white girls. We
are two compassionate human beings
who feel the issues of racism and intolerance need to be addressed. This race
boundary that is being put up against
us is exactly why the play was written.
The fact that Niggerback is
being presented during Black History
Month is purely coincidental. It was the
week that was assigned to us last
semester. We were hoping for a date
later in the semester as to have more
time to work on the production, but the
Humanities Theatre was unavailable due
to drama studies senior projects. Having
Continued on Page 6...

“Niggerback” from Page 4....
extent of many African-Americans, but I feel it
Niggerback be presented during is racist to say that only an African-American
Black History Month was unintentional. can be offended by the “N” word. I am a
However, the time and events of the play are a human and feel that racial slurs effect
part of Black history and should never be for- everyone because these slurs are reminders
gotten.
of so much of what we still have to overcome.
Niggerback is, in fact, extremely hisRipping down the posters, throwtorically accurate. Aside from the massive ing food on the display case, and making
amounts of research done through books, arti- violent threats towards the cast and crew
cles, and interviews for the script itself, the cast are examples of the hatred, violence, and
and crew have researched everything from the racism that we, as people, continue to
music at the time to the history, accent, cos- endure and will hopefully someday overtumes, and set. You will be seeing an exact come.
replication of a sidewalk café in New Orleans in
the 1960s and historically accurate positions of
racism. I set Niggerback in New Orleans to
show that within the heavily touristy location
and glitz of Bourbon Street and the French
Quarter, laid a dark racist society.
Northerners are depicted as more
benevolent and understanding in this play
because comparatively, that is what they
were at the time. Yes, racism and hate crimes
existed and still exists everywhere today, but
during the Civil Rights Revolution there were
laws; Jim Crow, specific to the South, which
either excluded or separated AfricanAmericans from public facilities, jobs, and
transportation, amongst many other things,
treated them as second-class citizens. More
violent and racist acts were committed in the
South. The freedom rides could not be completed because violence was met by mobs.
There were dozens of bombings of homes and
recreational facilities of African-Americans.
Many brutal murders and beatings were committed on both African-Americans and
Caucasians sympathetic to the Civil Rights
cause. The South was more racially divided,
and the society and Jim Crow class system
SPECIAL PUBLIC FORUM AFTER
encouraged the degradation of AfricanTHURSDAY’S PERFORMANCE LED BY V.P.
Americans. Historically, Southerners carried
out more violent and hateful acts, hence why OF STUDENT AFFAIRS RON HERRON AND
GARI LAGUARDIA
the choice in Niggerback was to portray the
south as more racist.
I feel I do know a great deal about the
We are making absolutely no money
history. I may not be African-American but have from Niggerback. This is the play’s third promany friends and family members who are. duction and I have never made a cent. I did not
Both Christine and I grew up in culturally write this play for financial gain, as that is not
diverse neighborhoods in New York City. It is my goal. Hundreds of dollars are being poured
upsetting that personal attacks have been into this production. The title is not a marketing
made on us. We may be white, but does that ploy. Instead the title is meant to provoke
mean that we are not angered by racism? I do thought. When you hear Niggerback I hope you
feel the sting of the word, obviously not to the remember a horrible and shameful part of his“Wolf Without” from Page 3...
who suggest that I make an announcement
This is very strange because in all my years as during Purchase choir and after doing so, still
a “performer,” (high school and community the- not one girl showed up to my audition, (other
ater) getting guys to audition for a show is than two friends who I see nearly every day). I
extremely difficult, you’re lucky if you can get can’t lie, I’m very confused as to what the hell
enough to fill all of your parts, but girls… usual- is going on.
ly an audition room is packed to the gills with
I asked a friend (Omar Martinez,
women all eager to get up and perform. So Junior political sciences,) what he thought the
what’s up with Purchase? Why so opposite? I problem might be. He had this to say, “The girls
know that if you’re a conservatory student you on this campus act like they shit gold or somearen’t allowed to perform in certain productions thing. You can find a bunch of diverse people
or you don’t have the time to do so and that’s on this campus wearing everything you can
understandable. But, is it really possible that imagine and many things you can’t-bouncing
the only girls on this campus who actually around, not embarrassed to be themselves,
enjoy performing can only be found in the con- which is great… but put out a call for auditions
servatories? I spoke about it with a few people and everyone becomes too chicken shit. That
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tory. I feel that the Civil Rights movement and
the issue of racism in America are often sugarcoated. By having Niggerback as the title I
am not sugarcoating the racist society we
lived in and to continue to live in today. I am
not commercializing on the pain of the AfricanAmerican community but rather educating others on their pain and of the horror of the “N”
word.
The drama studies department put
their seal of approval on this play. They read
the script. Why would they allow a script that
advocates racism to be produced? This play
has received their support because
Niggerback in NO WAY ADVOCATES
RACISM.
I am angered by the “N” word which
is why I wrote the play. That is the bottom line.
Christine and I went to OAPIA to get feedback.
We went to tell them what the play was about
and what our intentions were. The “N” word is
obviously a controversial and sensitive word
and being that OAPIA is the Organization of
African Peoples in America we thought it was
only appropriate to speak with them. We were
not seeking approval or sponsorship. I also
hoped to become a member of OAPIA and
become more involved in the organization.
Personally I would have liked to stage a reading of Niggerback at a future OAPIA meeting
and get further feedback. Instead I was
attacked and laughed at. We, along with our
play, were judged from the second the title was
mentioned. We were unable to explain ourselves. We have been greatly misunderstood.
And anything we say won’t matter.
We ask that you respect the production and all the hard work the cast and crew
have put into it. I have put years of work into
this play and the cast and crew have put
months of preparation and rehearsal into this
production. You may feel the title is racist, and
if so, you don’t need to attend or support the
show. The many people involved in this production and the hundreds who have seen and
read Niggerback know its true intentions.
Yes, I may be white, but I am upset
by racism and this part of America’s history.
This play was written with the best of intentions. Racism and intolerance are very important issues that need to be addressed. I
believe that racism is everyone’s problem,
and by remaining silent we as a society are
approving it.
or they think they’re just too good for your
show.”
I’m hoping none of these are true and
that people were just too busy on the two days
my auditions were held. That’s right this entire
article is just a ploy to get you to come and
audition for my show. How’s that for advertising? So, I’m through with fliers-ladies, if you’re
out there come and find me so we can schedule an audition… CCN Fireside commuter’s
lounge, you can find me there most days and if
not ask someone to reach me on my cell. Or
email me at vincenzo.fata@purchase.edu .
Okay, thanks for your time, I hope this actually
gets me somewhere.
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VAWO TASK FORCE STATEMENT

submitted it to the Independent.
The mantra of those who view feminists as reactionaries just waiting for a chance
to get pissed off is heard in a variety of guises.
Where women’s issues are concerned, it
seems that the population at large is desensitized to the real underlying social attitudes that
perpetuate violence against women.
It is the ignorance, or the lack of sight,
on the average person’s part when they are witness to these attitudes that is most dangerous.
The person making that statement is one in a
million; the people reading the statement who
aren’t reacting is the problem. In order for violence against women to be prevented and
make this campus a safer place, students must
use their voice to speak out.
The back page submission that
appeared on the pages of a publication paid for
by the students was sexist, misogynistic, and
fosters a community where violence and
derogatory sexual views toward women are
acceptable. The VAWO Task Force would like
to officially condemn this statement, and
request that these attitudes not be accepted at
Purchase College, no matter what form they
may arrive in.

“Disorganized” from Page 3...
and act as a filter for interpreting history and
current events, perhaps you should minimize
Recently, an issue of the Purchase
the amount of overwhelming contradictions that
Independent contained an anonymous back
follow your operation.
page submission that read, “Paper-bag her
Speaking of contradictions, while The
then gag her, and then she’s fuckable!” The
Org likes to talk of revolutions and bringing
lack of response by those reading this type of
down our material-driven and state-controlled
message, something that advocates violence
society, every member of this Purchase Branch
against women, is an example of the very attiis attending a college that’s run by the State of
tude that the VAWO Task Force has been given
New York. You’re paying the state a bunch of
a grant to work against. The tolerance of such
money to go here, and you’re taking advantage
statements within the campus community fosof every asset afforded to you by this state
ters acceptance of rape, violence and abuse.
school (dorms, you guys have your own office,
As the saying goes, if you’re not part of the
computers, 2-3 meals a day on your li’l meal
solution, you’re part of the problem.
cards, etc.), but you’re going to bring the whole
These nine words appear to have litthing tumbling down? You don’t live out near
tle consequence due to their collective small
Walden Pond, eating bugs and wearing potato
size; it is a statement that could be overlooked.
sacks, so don’t talk to me about materialism. It
However, when decoded, it is a casual suggesseems that as long as you’re enrolled in this
tion that women are preferable as sex objects school you won’t be working towards achieving
faceless and silent. It is the casualness of the
your goals. No matter how much hell you may
statement and the lack of reaction from the
want to raise using what the state gives you
campus community that is the most disturbing,
here at college, you’re still supporting their
however. It is irrelevant that the statement is an
overall prosperity, therefore putting yourself in a
editing glitch, or that an irresponsible individual
vicious cycle you’ll never get the better of.
wrote down something offensive as a joke and
A sad realization that The Org has
acknowledged is that they are fighting a fight
that they will never see finished, win or lose. In
fact, the line from their article that stood out the
most was: "We might not live to see the revolution but we will live our lives as revolutionaries".
That underscores the overall wrongness of this
N A M E: Lowell
Org: people who seek self-aggrandizement,
A G E: 19
M A J O R: Dramatic Writing
individuals looking to pad their already massive
The
Independent
is
proud
to
present
another
installment
of
Purchase
GENDER: Male
egos by placing themselves on the same
Personals, your one-stop spot for the campus’ hottest singles. Feel free to
LOOKING FOR: Female who’s
kind and occasionally chips in for contact any of the intersting prospects below, or submit your own personal! To plateau with figures from the past who they
gas. Quirkiness is appreciated
be a featured single, simply email your information to
admire. That is what this is all about; changing
I N T E R E S T S:movies, concerts,
PurchaseIndy@Gmail.com. Feel free to include a pic! Be sure to check out a the world is a nice facade for self-promotion
eclectic music (alternative, punk,
new batch of our finest next week!
and some emo), chilling
and self-satisfaction.
T U R N - O N S: sense of humor;
cute on a girl, tight booty, and
GENDER: Interchangeable parts
In closing, I’m sure some type of
fake IDs
moaning, kissing and handcuffs. N A M E: sh
now avaliable!
response will be upcoming. Just know right
T U R N - O F F S: pretending to be
TURN OFFS: Smelly coochies.
AGE: 19
LOOKING FOR: New Model
nice to someone then bashing
FAV SONG TO KNOCK BOOTS GENDER: girl
Fembot, eyes must be red,
now: there is no fucking way I’m sitting down
them on livejournal; visible
TO: Avant- When we make love
LOOKING FOR: boy/girl
glowing/black, cold
with any Org member for a real heart-to-heart
ribcages
because Im soo romantic
M A J O R: music
M A J O R: Systematic
IF I WERE AN OSCAR MEIER
A I M: Onstage571
I N T E R E S T S: singing and playing Analysis/Extermination of
about beliefs and ideas and all that happy
WEINER: I’d hang out with vegeand dancing and forests and veg- Humans
horseshit. I don’t want to hear about attending
tarians
N A M E: Wanderer
etarian food and music and songs (Nat.Sci.)
AIM NAME: Blayde85
a meeting to find out what The Org is REALLY
AGE: 18 in a few days
and pj harvey and hope for a
INTERESTS: Isaac Asimov,
GENDER: Male
golden summer and patty griffin
Television Snow, Fax
like, because I’ve already assessed enough
N A M E: Teresa
LOOKING FOR: Female
and jeff buckley and and and
Machines, The Printing Press,
information about the "group of revolutionary
A G E: 20
M A J O R: Undecided
and...
Kraftwerk, Human
GENDER: Female
I N T E R E S T S: Instant messaging, TURN-ON: chokers and corsets. Anatomy, Hard-Unfeeling-Steel
individuals" or whatever they want to be called
M A J O R: History (I want to be a
message boards, talking on the
just being genuine with ease.
BIGGEST TURN-ON: Logic,
to decide for myself. My decision: take your
teacher)
phone, anime, comic books, sci- pretty boys. boyish pretty girls.
Hydraulics, Buzzsaws
LOOKING FOR: Male; a friendfi/fantasy
E-MAIL:
BIGGEST TURN-OFF:
weak shit elsewhere, Org.

The

P u r ch as e

P ERS ON ALS
Looking for that special someone?

ship that may turn into something
more…
I N T E R E S T S: Going to the gym,
finding a guy to joke and smile
with
TURN-ON’S: A guy that has confidence and intelligence
TURN-OFF’S: Smoking of all
kinds
A I M: T Bello84
NAME : Rada
AGE 20
GENDER Female
M A J O R: a great fan of the parcan.
LOOKING FOR: a girl who is not
fat or too skinny. Who is very hot
NOT BI ! and has experience in
the lesbian sex department. Must
have confidence and a hell of a
booty. Seriously I want a girl who
will be my wifey so I can treat her
right all night :0 )
I N T E R E S T S:Sex, Drugs and JD!
TURN ONS: Glasses that looks

Q U O T E: “We have choices.
Some people like to stand in the
rain without an umbrella. T h a t ’s
what it means to live free.”
AIM SN: SpyRedaHanzo

kissandhugtrees@aol.com

N A M E: Xandrone
AGE: Still covered in styrofoam
peanuts

aries (mar 21 - apr 19) A is
for Axillism. (Look it up. It will
open new doors for you.)
libra (sept 23 - oct 23) This
year you get to sit at the
grownup table! All those years
of “kissing up” to Uncle Dick
have finally paid off.
taurus (apr 20 - may 20) The
spirits have told us that it is
vitally important for you to
backup your hard drive, and
to send us the porn folder.
Especially the pictures of hot
girl on horse action.
scorpio (oct 24 - nov 21)

Compassion, Flesh, Zombies
CRAZIEST PLACE YOU’VE
EVER HOOKED UP: The Matrix
E-MAIL: p1r473k1n6@yahoo.com

WHORE-O-SCOPES

Before
y o u
embark
on your exploits tomorrow
night, think for a minute: do
you really want to be known
as “the guy with his wang in
the subwoofer?”

weekend.

cancer
(june 22 - july 22) To feel your
best today, spend more time
socializing with bearded
clams.

signs point to your horrific bleavage. Pull up yo’ damn pants.
virgo (aug 23 - sept 22) Is
that massive cerebral hemorrhaging, or are you just happy
to see me?

gemini (may 21 - june 21)
This week we recommend a
rousing game of midget tossing to get the ol’ blood flowing.*

capricorn (dec 22 - jan 19)
Just think about how hard it’s
going to be to get the ice
cream stains out of the sheets
before your kinky, kinky
games commence.

pisces (feb 19 - mar 20) Let
us spell it out for you: No one
will ask you if you’re a satanist
if you take the precaution of
wearing predominantly plaid
and Hawaiian shirts.

sagittarius (nov 22 - dec 21)
Looks like you’ve got a big
date with the wank glove
tonight. You gonna be
moanin’ for a bonin’ this

leo (july 23 - aug 22) Just
remember: nipples on men
are not always useless.
aquarius (jan 20 - feb 18) All

*The Independent does not
condone the tossing of midgets,
dwarves, elves, fairies or other
mythical peoples.
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The Purchase

the purchase college co-op is now OPEN.
M-F noon to midnight
Sat/Sun 8pm-midnight
We love you!

I <3 Drama S tu d ie s !
Sincerely,
The Conservatory of T h e a t e r
Arts a nd F i l m

WP S R 1 6 1 0 A M R AD I O S HOW S
S TA RT FR IDAY

Tammy can you hear me?

Welcome back Anna!
“Tina! Get the Food!”
Love,
The Muppets

“ J ami e w e hav e to go home.”
“ Why ? ”
“ Becaus e I pi s s ed my s el f .”

It is one thing to be gay, it is
another thing to be a gay man
stalking straight men.

Friday Feb 18th
8pm - midnight
The Student Center
V-DAY BENEFIT CONCERT
jenn friedman, brandon vetrano and cameron
strife, fred lowinger, johnny giovanni, bess
rogers, jonathan feit, gregory and the hawk,
KISS KISS + more!
come support the v-day message.
Donations are voluntary.

Have you seen the poster? A Black person’s back, the
N-word and a confederate flag. These white girls done
lost their minds!

t he independant is a
wort hless piece of tr ash.

w hy do all c o mmunters
l ike D r a c u la ?

dress

Does anyone know who has
Steve Hunt's copy of Lost
in Translation on DVD?
Please call 3575, there
will be a prize.

Gypsies, Tramps and
theives!
But everynight all the
men would come around
and lay thei r money
DOOOWN!

I am Bette Midler of Hocus Pocus Ice is Sarah Jessica Parker.
Kyle,
Why won’t you return my calls?
I need you now.
~Santa

B en T r av i s i s m y H er o.

AND SO KIDDIES, DEATH FOR
ALL , RIGH T, RI GH T?
R I G H T, R I G H T !

“WHAT’S YOUR SAFE
WORD?”
“POPCORN!!”
G ra ce & Mi ke :
Bes t RAs Ev er !!
NUDEY MONDAYS!
I wish I had a ‘95 Subaru Legacy
w/ PA Plates
Woah! We’re halfway th e re !
Jenn, Evan, Steh, and Sean,
I heart you guys ! !

Wh o’ s u p f o r s ome fe a s t o f
p o n i e s?
“Oooh! Green like
Wicked!”
“Jeanne, those are
string beans...”

Thomas, date me.
Sammy is the BEST!
“I’m starti ng an all-bla ck
Nickel back coverband. What do you
think I should call it ?”
he’s like 6’8”, she wouldn’t even have to
kneel!

O n S a l e No w! I n th e B o o kst o re !
O n O u r Ow n Te rms : Ra ce , C l ass ,
an d Ge n de r i n th e Li v e s o f
Af ri c an A me ri c an Wo m e n
by
Le i th Mu l l i ng s
COME AND SEE HER!!!
Monday,
February 28th
5:30 pm
LEITH MULLINGS
"Anthropology and
Transformation"
Hum anities Building
Room 1064
**Extra Cr edit offered for some
Anthro classes--ask your Profs!

WHERE THE
CH EE S E AT ? ?
...THAT’S NOT THE ISSUE, DAN.

TOOL RULEZ...

I drank so much I couldn’t get drunk!

P EN N AM ES AR E FO R
SUCKERS.
your mom reads the backpage

I am the Gr ay P ou po n of
whitetrash.
“I l i k e to t re at M ar yJa n e
l i k e a f i n e wo m an , n o t a
ch e ap w ho r e.”
It’s sad that someone
who fights for the
rights of others
berates us and belittles our right to our
own opinion.
I saw the Chartwells guy
smoking in the Hub... WTF?
I lo ve yo u Mackey.
Happy Annivers ar y
Love, Alee

R A S t ep h an i e i ' v e b een
r eal l y n au gh ty . Com e an d
w r i t em e u p y ou h ott i e.

FA C T #1 : H E ’S S TR A IG HT.
Is th at sexually transmitted??
On Sale Now!
In the Bookstore!
Breaking the Code of Good
Intentions:
Everyday Acts of Whitness
by
Melanie Bush

